Portuguese
had given to their minds. And he sums up their place in histor]
thus, referring, of course, to both. Portuguese and Spaniards
* These Iberian pioneers of Western Christendom performed ai
unparalleled service for the civilization which they represented
They expanded the horizon, and thereby potentially the domain
of our Western Society from an obscure corner of the Old Work
until it came to embrace all the habitable lands and navigable
seas on the surface of the planet. It is owing to this Iberian energ]
and enterprise that Western Christendom has grown, like th<
grain of mustard seed in the parable, until it has become "th<
Great Society"; a tree in which all the nations of the worlc
have come and lodged. This latter-day Westernized World ii
the peculiar achievement of Western Christendom's Iberiar
pioneers.*
Portuguese Asia was the seed from which grew the Britisl
Dominion in Asia. Portuguese ascendancy lasted a century and <
quarter, say, from 1500 to 1625. After a period when the Dutch
the British, and the French fought each other for first place, th<
British attained it after Plassey. Their dominion in turn is nov
passing away, possibly to be absorbed into a world dominion of «
Western type.
That the Portuguese conceived of their drive eastward as a con-
tinuation of the crusade against the Moors is very clear from the
opening paragraph of Faria y Sousa's Portuguese Asia^ publishec
in 1666: 'Like an Impetuous Torrent did the Mohametans spreac
themselves over the Lesser Asia, after the Catholic arms hac
expelled them our Provinces,' he writes, referring to the taking
of Constantinople by the Turks in 1455 and to their threatenec
invasion of Austria. *The Christian Princes, busied in destroying
each other, looked on their Progress, without attempting to pui
any stop to this Current; when the Kings of Portugal, as the firsi
who had shaken off themselves the Burthen of these Barbarians
and the first who passed over to crush them in Africk (obeying th<
Decrees of Heaven which required it) undertook to be the first tx
stop their proceedings in Asia.*
In Asia all trade to Europe was under the control of the Mosleir
Sultans through whose kingdoms it passed. Europe's imports frou
India, China, and the Islands came overland from the Persiai
Gulf and paid toll. The Turks, and Islam in general, would be
harder hit by breaking that monopoly than they would be by t
defeat in the field. That was the practical idea behind the Portu-

